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2FA, Inc. Raises the Bar in Strong Authentication 

 
Austin, TX – 12/17/2013- 2FA, Inc., a computer security and user authentication company, 
based in Austin, Texas, has announced the release of 2FA ONE 4.5.2. The release drastically 
increases the number of supported authentication devices and significantly enhances end-
user satisfaction and productivity. 
 
With over 500 law enforcement agencies in 35 states, including several of the largest city-
based deployments, 2FA is hands-down the leading provider of CJIS Advanced 
Authentication solutions for U.S. law enforcement agencies. 2FA has drastically increased 
the number of biometric, smart card, RFID, magnetic swipe, and 2d barcode devices 
supported in 2FA ONE. “Law enforcement agencies can now feel confident when procuring 
hardware from Dell, Fujitsu, Getac, Panasonic, and others that embedded authentication 
devices, such as fingerprint, smart card, and RFID readers are supported by 2FA ONE.” says 
Greg Salyards, President & CEO of 2FA.      
 
Included in 4.5.2 are enhanced password management capabilities for the majority of 
leading public safety and public administration software vendors, such as, SunGard and 
TriTech.  These enhanced capabilities enable law enforcement personnel the ability to 
perform single sign-on and advanced authentication to operating systems, VPNs, and 
applications. This seamless password management process diminishes the number of 
passwords law enforcement personnel enter on a daily basis. “…if I could only show you the 
list of passwords that I used to have to write down and maintain for my life, to now, I’ve got 
a card. Nothing is ever as simple as they tell you it’s going to be, but in this case it was!” 
exclaims Officer Jeff Sharp, Addison Police.   
 
2FA’s strategy is to provide the highest quality software, broad-based hardware support, 
and expert-level services all at a competitive price. “This strategy has served us well in law 
enforcement and will provide a solid basis for growth into healthcare and enterprise 
markets in the coming year,” commented Mr. Salyards.    
 
About 2FA, Inc. 
 
2FA Inc. is an Austin, Texas based, veteran-owned software company created on the single 
vision of simplifying strong authentication. Their product, 2FA ONE integrates 
authentication, password management, credential management into a single solution.  Since 
2006, 2FA has been at the forefront of technological advances in security and authentication. 
Most recently, 2FA ONE was awarded overall “Best Security Solution for Government” and 
the overall “Best Authentication Product” at the 2013 Info Security Product Excellence 
Awards. 
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